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I am pleased to announce the immediate availability of MyWords 2.0.99 ready for download.

This update has corrected errors detected so far and improvements to the code that provide
greater stability. It also has improved user interaction by preventing errors with compatibility.

We recommend upgrading previous versions to this new.

Requirements:

- PHP 5.3
- XOOPS 2.4 or higher
- Common Utilities 2

Features:

categories
MyWords to organize items into categories for easier management.

Tags
With tags you can easily find the articles and give you one more tool for organizing information.

Publications scheduled
Agenda items to be published automatically on a specified date.

Publishers Permissions
Set permissions for authorized users as editors to publish in MyWords.

Easy to use
MyWords is very simple to use and understand. You'll quickly publishing articles.

If you want to know more about MyWords can visit the microsite of the module.

Links:
MyWords Microsite
Direct Download
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https://xoops.org/modules/news/article.php?storyid=6138
http://www.redmexico.com.mx/w/mywords-20/
http://www.redmexico.com.mx/w/mywords-20/
http://bitcero-modules.googlecode.com/files/mywords-2.0.99.zip
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